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5.1.General methodological presentation

The learning process that is designed for this subject, is based on the following cases:

The course serves for providing the student with the necessary tools of analysis and critic of the architectural project,
since a graphical point of view, and the correct architectural representation of their own work. Therefore, it consists in four
types of session: - Theoretical sessions, given by teachers. - Theoretico- practical sessions, or seminars, in which
students put together their referents in public actions. - Practical sessions, or workshops, in which, after assimilating the
concepts, they are applied. - Critical sessions, or public corrections of the performed work.
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5.2.Learning activities
The programme offered to the student to help him to reach the expected results includes the following
activities...

Theoretical sessions

They will be developed in form of master class for all the students in one group. They will provide representation criteria
and tools of architectural graphic expression. Their structure can be identified with the following headings: 1 _
Representation Project 2_ Layout 3 _ Maqueta and photography 4 _ Collage and photomontage 5 _ Render 6 _ digital
postproduction

Theoretico- practical sessions

The seminars will be the result of the students research, analysis and assimilation of architectural graphic expression of
current renowned architects. They will present their references in class, so they can share what they have learned, and
learn from the comments made by their classmates, in a knowledge -sharing exercise.

Practical sessions

Students will develope part of their practical work, with the personal attention of teachers. Each student will have the
opportunity of correcting at least once each work.

Critical sessions

Public exhibitions of the students work, that leads them to a self-correcting exercise.

5.3.Program
The development of each class is explained in detail during the first session of the subject. It is also placed in Moodle for
later searchs.

5.4.Planning and scheduling

Sessions calendar and presentation of works

It is provided and explained in detail during the first session. It is also placed in Moodle for later searchs

Equipment and Materials

Customary for project development. It is recommended the use of a personal computer.
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